“Meet 4 New Justices of the 2nd Appellate District”

Panelists: Associate Justice Anne Egerton, Division Three
Associate Justice Carl Moor, Division Five
Associate Justice Martin Tangeman, Division Six

Moderator: Sarvenaz Bahar, Esq., Chair, Appellate Courts Section

The Program

The written program materials consisted of biographical materials about the three panelists plus Associate Justice Helen Bendix of Division One, who was originally scheduled as a panelist but could not attend.

During the program, the moderator and panelists discussed how the justices came to be lawyers, what drew them to the bench, how attorneys can improve their briefs, how attorneys can improve their oral arguments and how important the justices view oral argument as being, the justices’ viewpoints on tentative opinions, how their divisions handle writs and stay requests, how the justices view citations to secondary authorities, the justices’ approaches to dissenting and concurring opinions, what each justice sees as the biggest challenges facing the judicial system, whether the state’s diversity presents a challenge for them, and the justices’ hobbies. At the program’s conclusion, the speakers answered several questions from attendees.
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